
 

Dear Diary, 

                   It all started with me waking up early in the morning and 

getting ready for school. It was just another ordinary day.Going to school, 

coming back,doing homework...well...if there was any and lastly having a 

little bit of fun here and there . me and my siblings mostly go out the front 

door and some have some fun there. BUT... hold on…It was not exactly like 

that as usual it was more off me getting up going to school coming back 

,having some fun and then discovering about the…….coronavirus.  

I didn't know much about it though but when the next day I was on my way 

to school, I saw a lot of people wearing masks but I did not know why. When I 

returned home and saw my sister researching about the virus…then it hit 

me…it must be serious!!! 

 Since then it has been a different life for everyone!! 

My family enjoyed watching news about the virus, people have been dying 

because of it and I felt terrible for them. Then after some businesses had to 

close and things started to become very boring but we 

still had fun with what we have got in our house.  

The unexpected thing was that we realized my sister 

didn't have to do her SATS test because of the virus 

and now that's what i mean lucky we had to stay 

home and keep washing our hands but I got used to 

all that! after. The happy thing that happened was 

that later my sister Zakiya was born and i was and still am so Thrilled and 

over the moon!! .  

When we went back to school in September 2020 in year 6, I noticed a lot has 

changed: we can go one way down only and one way up and we have to wash 

are hands more than usual also we pick what we will have for dinner in are 

classes not in the dinner hall. 

 



After coming back from school me and my family watched the news and the 

amount of people that were dying was increasing and it was getting more 

and more worrying for all of us so more lockdowns were announced! I have 

got used to everything and when we go back to school after lockdown now 

will I be soooo gld to see my friends!! 

But for now I do online classes which i do like doing but it is harder to catch 

up with everything I am meant to do in my opinion. 

what I hope... 

i hope that everything goes back to normal and that everyone stays well. i 

hope we can all get together again and live freely without the struggles most 

people are having during this time.  

 

by TANJIYA          

 


